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SALVAGING DROUGHT DAMAGED CROPS 

 

Rick Rasby from the UNL Animal Science Department conducted squeeze tests on some corn fields that 

looked droughted from Beatrice to Lincoln last week on July 23rd. That’s a quick way to see whether 

fields could be chopped and stored in a bunker for animal feed. Of the eight fields he looked at, three were 

beyond good for making silage, the others were ready to chop.  

 

A producer from Wilber brought in a sample of silage on July 25th to my office. By using the microwave 

test and postage scales, we determined it was at 64% moisture. In other words it was time to put up the 

drought damaged corn silage in the bunker before further heat and drought takes the moisture too low. 

Crop insurance appraisals on that particular field were estimated at 17 bushels per acre. By the time this 

column is published in the paper, with no further rain, our corn fields that have the lowest yield potential 

will be too dry for corn silage.  

 

Our dryland corn is drying so fast that silage will not be an option for most dryland beef producers. Many 

beef producers in a field that has low grain harvest potential could look toward baling these fields or 

grazing the field and limiting access with electric fence. When making corn hay, the drought damaged corn 

needs to be crimped with a swather to enhance dry down to safe hay limits.  

 

We must be careful about nitrates with drought damaged forages. We know much of the nitrate in a plant 

accumulates in the lower third of the stalk when it fails to make an ear. So if you can leave at least 8 inches 

of stubble, you leave a lot of nitrate in the field and not in the feed. This does reduce tonnage. Levels 

greater than .21% nitrate nitrogen in a complete ration may be toxic. Animals can adapt to nitrate and may 

adapt to higher levels if introduced to them gradually. Always check drought damaged silage and hay for 

nitrates before feeding. For green chop, never feed green chop that heated up in a wagon overnight. 

Nitrates turn to nitrite which is 10 times more toxic to cattle. For more information go to saline.unl.edu 

under local drought resources for the NebGuide G1779 “Nitrates in Livestock Feeding.” 

 

I have a new, sharp, sampling probe for taking nitrate samples in hay bales. Call my office if you would 

like to check forages for quality and nitrates. Call to see if the new hay probe is available. All you need is a 

battery operated drill to run the hay sampler.  

 

Jim Specht at UNL says stage of development will overcome day length response in soybeans. With 

soybeans at R5 (beginning pod fill) we will get little additional bloom and pod set even if it rains. We are 

basically at a very critical time with our soybean crop right now.  

 

Rick Rasby, UNL Animal Science, reports 2/3 of normal yield on native hay at the Dalby farm east of 

Beatrice. They sprayed ethanol play liquid solubles on the grass hay windrows and then baled the mixture. 

It did not take long to get the solubles to dry. The combination of distillers grain and grass hay will make 

an outstanding feed source for cattle.  

 

DROUGHT RESOURCES WEBSITE: 

 

This last week Extension faculty launched a Drought Resources web site, http://DroughtResources.unl.edu, 

This is a one-stop site for Extension’s drought-related information. It includes trusted information from 

UNL Extension faculty and links to valuable state and federal resources, including the Nebraska Hay 

Hotline. Other drought web resources are on our local website at saline.unl.edu and beef.unl.edu and 

cropwatch.unl.edu. 
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